LINE ART CHARMANT
January Releases
Line Art CHARMANT’s newest release features five women’s ophthalmic styles available in
a variety of shapes and temple lines. For January 2019, CHARMANT is unveiling their
newest temple line, Waltz.
Waltz
Featuring a uniquely beautiful construction of three rings connected with arched
Excellence Titan strands—the look is designed to mimic the famous “waltz” dance music in
triple meter.
XL2134 – This rimless frame features our newest Waltz temple line that is constructed
with your utmost comfort and unique personal style in mind. From front to back, the rings
decrease in size and finish with a smooth, glossy temple tip. Available in gold-plated, rosegold, and white plated.

XL2135 – This frame is a beautiful semi-rimless style with our newest Waltz temple. The
unique rings create harmony and balance while the vibrant color technique adds a
surprising twist. Available in brown, rose gold, and teal.

Vivace
XL2136 – Expanding on the Vivace story, this temple line is characterized by its sleek
design featuring two fine parallel lines that produce a smooth, streamlined look. This
rimless frame with Vivace temples is both elegant and subtle. It is also accented with
Swarovski crystal detailing. Available in brown, rose, and white plated.

XL2137 – This rimless Vivace frame features a soft, feminine shape with a shallower B
measurement. It is complementary for narrow face shapes and creates a broader range for
our lovers of Line Art. This also features Swarovski crystal detailing. Available in blue,
burgundy, and gold plated.

Dolce
XL2125 – This frame is a stunning pressure mount with our lovely Dolce temple. The inner
corners of the temples feature Swarovski crystal detailing and the iconic Dolce heart shape.
The black and wine styles feature dual colored temples while the gold-plated temple has
gorgeous gradient coloring.

About the CHARMANT Group
For over 60 years, CHARMANT Group has been renowned worldwide for its pioneering
work in the research and development of new technologies in the optical industry. By
striving for perfection and its uncompromising high product quality, the Japanese company
has developed into one of the most important producers and suppliers in the highly
competitive international ophthalmic optics market. With its goal to unreservedly fulfil the
wishes and demands of its customers, CHARMANT can always be depended upon for
premium quality and outstanding service. This engagement and passion are clearly
perceived in both CHARMANT Group house and licensed brands. Thanks to the company’s
expertise in the production of superior eyewear frames and its comprehensive global sales
network in over 100 countries, CHARMANT Group is greatly respected as a reliable
business partner.

